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1. General Description
Read this manual carefully before operation to prevent damage of the
machine or personal injuries.
SICC-W series water applicable for cooling moulds to reduce products molding
cycle, also they are available in the cooling of equipments in order to maintain a
normal temperature. Besides, they are suitable for other industries with the need
of cooling.

Model: SICC-668WS
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1.1 Coding Principle
SICC - xxxWx - xx
Refrigerant:
No code=R22 R3=R134a
First Three Codes: Refrigerating Ccapacity (kW)
Fourth Code: W=Water Cooled
Fifth Code: S=Single Compressor D=Double Compressors
Shini Central Water Chillers

1.2 Feature
● German-made twin screw compressor with longer service life.
● Stepless compressor output capacity adjusting function are designed to
save power.
● Evaporator and condenser built strictly according to national standards.
● Extendability of the controller makes upgrade of both hardware and software
much easier.
● "Watchdog" technology makes microprocessor able to automatically
diagnose and solve the problems.
● 512K memory for programs and 128K off-power data storage.
● Based on serial number, frequency and times of faults, the causes can be
analyzed via both query and statistics functions to do the improvements.
● Able to monitor the setting of actual temp. and display temp. trend in hours
or daily.
● Remote control function turns on/off the machine according to preset timer,
daily maximum setting of Start/stop is there.
Air
Suctio n

CR1
CR2
CR3

CR4
Slid e Air
Valv e Exhaus t

Oil Pressur e
A B CD

Stepless Adjustment Function

Monitor Screen
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All service work should be carried out by a person with technical training or
corresponding professional experience. The manual contains instructions for both
handling and servicing. Chapter 6, which contains service instructions intended for
service engineers. Other chapters contain instructions for the daily operator.
Any modifications of the machine must be approved by SHINI in order to avoid
personal injury and damage to machine. We shall not be liable for any damage
caused by unauthorized change of the machine.
Our company provides excellent after-sales service. Should you have any problem
during using the machine, please contact the company or the local vendor.
Headquarter and Taipei factory：
Tel: (886) 2 2680 9119
Shini Plastics Technologies (Dongguan), Inc：
Tel: (86) 769 8111 6600
Shini Plastics Technologies India Pvt.Ltd.：
Tel: (91) 250 3021 166
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1.3 Technical Specifications
1.3.1 SICC-W Dimensions

Picture 1-1：SICC-W Dimensions (One Compressor)

Picture 1-2：SICC-W Dimensions (Two Compressors)
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1.3.2 Specification
Table 1-1：Specification of SICC-W Single Compressor R22

3

Note: 1) Parameter test condition: chilled water flow 0.172m /(h.kW); chilled water outlet temperature 7℃;
3
cooling water inlet temperature 30℃;cooling water flow 0.215m /(h.kW)
2) The noise level is tested at 1 meter in front of and 1.5 meter above the machine.
3) As per application needs, stepless compressor output capacity adjusting function can be optionally
available.
4) Please inform the special requirements to us before giving an order.
5) "S" stand for single compressor.
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Table 1-2：Specification of SICC-W Single Compressor R134a

3

Note: 1) Parameter test condition: chilled water flow 0.172m /(h.kW); chilled water outlet temperature 7℃;
3
cooling water inlet temperature 30℃; cooling water flow 0.215m /(h.kW).
2) The noise level is tested at 1 meter in front of and 1.5 meter above the machine.
3) As per application needs, stepless compressor output capacity adjusting function can be optionally
available.
4) Please inform the special requirements to us before giving an order.
5) "S" stand for single compressor.
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Table 1-3：Specification of SICC-W Double Compressor R22

3

Note: 1) Parameter test condition: chilled water flow 0.172m /(h.kW);chilled water outlet temperature 7℃;
3
cooling water inlet temperature 30℃; cooling water flow 0.215m /(h.kW).
2) The noise level is tested at 1 meter in front of and 1.5 meter above the machine.
3) As per application needs, stepless compressor output capacity adjusting function can be optionally
available.
4) Please inform the special requirements to us before giving an order.
5) "D" stand for double compressors.
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Table 1-4：Specification of SICC-W Double Compressor R134a

Note: 1) The refrigerant capacity is tested under conditions that process water inlet temp. is at 12℃, process
water outlet temp. is at 7℃, cooling water inlet temp. is at 30℃ and cooling water outlet temp. is at
35℃.
2) The noise level is tested at 1 meter in front of and 1.5 meter above the machine.
3) As per application needs, stepless compressor output capacity adjusting function can be optionally
available.
4) Please inform the special requirements to us before giving an order.
5) "D" stand for double compressors.
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1.4 Safety Regulations
Strictly abide by the following safety regulations to prevent damage of the
machine or personal injuries.
1.4.1 Safety Signs and Labels
The installation of electrical devices should be conducted by professional
electricians.
During repairing and maintenance, must turn off the main switch and
control switch.
Warning!
High Voltage danger!
Put up this symbol in the shell of the electric cabinet.
Warning!
Be careful! This symbol stands that take careful hereby!
Attention!
No need for regular inspection because all the electrical parts in the
control unit are fixed tightly!
1.4.2 Signs and Labels
High pressure gauge: display pressure in
the high-pressure side of refrigerant
system.

Low pressure gauge: display pressure in
the low-pressure side of refrigerant
system.

1.5 Exemption Clause
The following statements clarify the responsibilities and regulations born by any
15(53)

buyer or user who purchases products and accessories from Shini (including
employees and agents).
Shini is exempted from liability for any costs, fees, claims and losses caused by
reasons below:
1. Any careless or man-made installations, operation and maintenances upon
machines without referring to the Manual prior to machine using.
2. Any incidents beyond human reasonable controls, which include man-made
vicious or deliberate damages or abnormal power, and machine faults caused
by irresistible natural disasters including fire, flood, storm and earthquake.
3. Any operational actions that are not authorized by Shini upon machine,
including adding or replacing accessories, dismantling, delivering or repairing.
4. Employing consumables or oil media that are not appointed by Shini.
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2. Structure Characteristics and Working Principle
2.1.1 Working Principle of SICC-W Single Unit Series
The SICC-W water-cooled central water chiller is mainly made up of four
components which are compressor, condenser, thermostatic expansion valve
and evaporator. It uses single stage vapor compression refrigeration system,
and takes the advantage of the mechanism of transformation between gas and
liquid status for absorbing and releasing heat by using of refrigerant to achieve
the effectiveness of refrigeration.

Picture 2-1：Working Principle of SICC-W Single Unit Series

Symbol

Name

Quantity

Symbol

Name

Quantity

CM

Compressor

1

CV

Check valve

1

CD

Condenser

1

HV

High pressure check valve

1

CH

Evaporator

1

HG

High pressure gauge

1

EX

Expansion valve

1

LG

Low pressure gauge

1

FP

Fuse

1

HP

High pressure switch

1

AV

Liquid angle valve

1

LP

Low pressure switch

1

DS

Dry filter

1

TH

Thermostat

1

SG

Sight-window

1

FU

Antifreeze switch

1
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2.1.2 Working Principle of SICC-W Double Unit Series
The SICC-W water-cooled central water chiller is mainly made up of four
components which are compressor, condenser, thermostatic expansion valve
and evaporator. It uses single stage vapor compression refrigeration system,
and takes the advantage of the mechanism of transformation between gas and
liquid status for absorbing and releasing heat by using of refrigerant to achieve
the effectiveness of refrigeration.

Picture 2-2：Working Principle of SICC-W Double Unit Series

Symbol

Name

Quantity

Symbol

Name

Quantity

CM

Compressor

2

CV

Check valve

2

CD

Condenser

2

HV

High pressure check valve

2

CH

Evaporator

1

HG

High pressure gauge

2

EX

Expansion valve

2

LG

Low pressure gauge

2

FP

Fuse

2

HP

High pressure switch

2

AV

Liquid angle valve

2

LP

Low pressure switch

2

DS

Dry filter

2

TH

Thermostat

1
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2.2 Assembly Drawing
2.2.1 Structure Drawing of SICC-W Single Unit

Names of Parts：
1. Compressor

2. PLC control panel

3. Electrical control box

4. Nameplate of the unit

5. Condenser

6. Expansion valve

7. Evaporator

8. Cold water inlet

9. Cold water outlet

10. Cooling water inlet

11. Cooling water outlet

Picture 2-3：Structure Drawing of SICC-W Single Unit
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2.2.2 Structure Drawing of SICC-W Double Unit

Names of Parts：
1. Compressor

2. PLC control panel

3. Nameplate of the unit

4. Expansion valve

5. Electricalcontrolbox

6. Cold water outlet

7. Cold water inlet

8. Cold water outlet

9. Cold water inlet

10. Evaporator

11. Condenser

Picture 2-4：Structure Drawing of SICC-W Double Unit
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2.3 Electrical Diagram
2.3.1 SICC-W Single System / Bitzer Compressor / Part Winding Start

Picture 2-5：SICC-W Single System / Bitzer Compressor / Part Winding Start
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2.3.2 SICC-W Single System / Bitzer Compressor / Star-delta Start

Picture 2-6：SICC-W Single System / Bitzer Compressor / Star-delta Start
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2.3.3 SICC-W Double System / Bitzer Compressor / Part Winding Start

Picture 2-7：SICC-W Double System / Bitzer Compressor / Part Winding Start
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2.3.4 SICC-W Double System / Bitzer Compressor / Star-delta Start

Picture 2-8：SICC-W Double System / Bitzer Compressor / Star-delta Start
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3. Installation and Debugging
Please read this chapter carefully before installation, and you must
install the machine according to the following procedures!
Before installing the chiller, please design the pipe system reasonably, lay out
the position of injection mould machine and cooling water tower to make the
repair and maintenance convenient, the installation of chiller should be
convenient to operate and keep appropriate distance from cooling water tower.
The cooling water tower should be installed in the open air, and make sure that
the cooling water tower is placed in the environment with good ventilation to
release contamination and gas; If the cooling water tower is located in factory,
the exhaust fan should be installed to keep air circulating. As the discharged air
can contain a great deal of water content, the work capacity of the switches and
controllers could be influenced if the exhaust fan is installed too close to the
machine.

3.1 Installation Notice Items
1) Make sure that the voltage and frequency of the power comply with
specification on the nameplate.
2) The wiring and grounding should comply with local regulations.
3) Use independent cable and power switch, the diameter of the cable should
be no less than cable used in the electrical control box.
4) The terminal post of the cable should be firm and safe.
5) The chiller of this series should use three phases and five lines, the power
supply connects the power supply wire under voltage, (N) connects the zero
line, (G) connects the earth wire.
6) Power distribution requirements:
The electric voltage of main power supply: ±10%
The frequency of main power supply: ±2%
7) Install pipeline working system according to the wiring installation diagram,
and use thermal insulating materials to protect the refrigerated water pipe
line.
8) Choose appropriate cooling water tower according to the refrigeration
capability of the ice water machine.
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9) The pipeline diameter of cooling water tower and circulating pump should be
no less than that of the connection tube of condenser (the installation of
ingress and egress pipeline system should comply with the assembly line
diagram). When perform long distance transportation the heavy caliber water
pipe should be used for connecting the cooling water.
10) The automatic exhaust steam valve should be installed in the topmost place
of the refrigerated water circulation loop system, and the discharge valve
should be installed at the lowest place.
11) When the water quality is poor and the ambient environment of
cooling-water tower is inclement, the circulation loop system of cooling water
and refrigerated water should install filtering apparatuses and clean up
regularly.
12) Complete the installation of pipeline system and carry out leakage test, the
refrigerated water circulation loop should be covered by thermal insulation
layer to avoid the dissipation of quantity of cool and the water drop from the
pipelines.
13) This series model due to the water cooled in the cooling tank, the user must
supply the chiller with enough cool water according to the manual requires
while do system installation, or else the model would appear as high pressure
over high, and cooling capacity getting down.
The power connection of the chiller should be carried out by the
professional electrician! The electric circuit of the chiller should not be
changed without the permission from our company.

3.2 Water Pipe Installation
1) Keep the inlet/outlet pipe of the unit and its valves insulative to avoid
refrigeration lost and dewing.
2) In order to keep enough water remain within evaporator or condenser pipe
system, place water flow valve at the water outlet sides of the evaporator and
condenser. It is coordinate controlled with compressor so to avoid the internal
freezing, over low pressure, or bad oil return within system due to water
shortage in the evaporator. In the same way to avoid the happening of high
pressure protection due to over high condensing pressure.
3) For more than one heat exchanger and one chiller shunt together to work,
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inorder to make the water flow rate in each exchanger maintain the same,
and to avoid bias current phenomena, try to make the shuttle water pipe
resistance from chiller to every heat exchanger all the same.
4) Adopts sealed loop water system to buffer the water volume expansion or
shrink phenomina and insulate the backup water pressure to water pipe's
impact. Mount expansion water tank at unit's water returning place. The water
level of the expansion water tank should be at least 1 m higher than the top of
the waterpipe.
5) The cooling pump of the chiller should be installed at the inlet of the
evaporator.
6) Inorder to avoid the air remains in waterpipe system, the higher point of the
water pipe should have auto air vent valve mounted on. And the horizontal
water pipe should be constructed upward in 1/250 slope angle. Derusting
before water pipe installation. Make it clean and no slag.
7) Install anti-vibration soft pipe at the water pipe outlet to prevent the unit's
vibration from getting into indoor via pipes.
8) Install thermometer and pressure gauge at the inlet and outlet of the unit to
facilitate the daily maintenance.
9) When the chiller is in operation, the water flow rate and antifreeze flow rate
within evaporator should remain above the minimal.
10) Install coupling base with the water inlet/outlet pipe accessories which can
easily separate itself with waterpipe when checking.
11) The weight of the pipe should not be supported by unit，the inlet/outlet of the
pump group should separate itself with respective water pipe by a
anti-vibration pipe or a rubber joint to avoid vibration and noise transmission
or interfering.
12) Install water pipes for chiller, condenser or cooling water as the following
figure 3-1 shows：

Picture 3-1：Cooling Waterpipe Installation
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13) Install water pipes for chiller, evaporator or cooling water as the following
figure 3-2 shows：

Picture 3-2：Waterpipe Installation for the Water Chilling System

3.3 Select the Installation Site
1) Select the floor which can fully support the unit running weight, the intensity of
the ground needs to be reinforced and makes it uneasy to cause resonance
and noise.
2) Avoid being installed in the place which has lots of rainfall, sunshine or any
place that has direct heat radiate.
3) Ambient temp. Range from 0℃~40℃, relative humidity (RH) within 75%, with
good ventilation, less dust.
4) Near to power and convenient for construction.
5) Place which is easy for checking or maintenance, please keep some service
space as figure 3-3 shows. L in below figure-1is for unit length, please refer to
the catalog for water chiller, the reserved cleaning space for condenser is
0.8L, please take either side into consideration.
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Picture 3-3：Select the Installation Site

3.4 Bearing Base
1) The foundation of the concrete base, according to the operation weight of the
machines, will put on steel bars, diameter above 9.5 mm(#3), and are
clustered together on the upper and lower layer of the base, inter spaced
about 10 cm.
2) When making concrete floor to be foundation, it is necessary to rough the
surface. After cleaning, water the floor and then start installation.
3) The concrete base has to be rigid; the mixing proportion of concrete is 1: 2: 4.
Put required anchor bolts into base, according to the request. Polishing and
flat the surface of the base when finished.
4) Put the machine on the base when it is fully dried out and rigid.
5) It has to be a well drainage works around the base to prevent water
remaining.

Picture 3-4：Bearing Base
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3.5 The Overhead Hoisting of the Unit
1) Propose plans of overhead hoisting before practise, including entering date
for each unit. Dimensions of appearance. Weight, path, reserved holes,
hanging and transporting device as well.
Items
Path
Unload
Transporting
Transporting

Path adjustment

Check points
1. Check aisle, stair gate and transporting path.
2. Check roof, base room and hanging path.
1. Check the weight of the unit.
2. Prepare unload devices.
3. Check the temporary laying place and keep the unit clean.
1. If the large-scale machine can be decomposed, then
decompose it and transport each part respectively and then
combine them finally.
2. If the large-scale machine cannot be decomposed, then dig
hole in the wall or earth to transport it.
Adjust with the wall,floor to facilitate transporting.

2) According to safety command, when hanging and transporting units, assign
special person to direct and there must be warning and precaution measures
to ensure safety of people and machines.
3) Use roller or J-hook to hanging and transporting units. Forbidden to directly
hit or attach rope at the friable parts such as copper pipe, valve body, control
box etc. The rope contacting parts of the unit should have protective pad as
showed in picture 3-5.
4) Take great care when transporting the unit to avoid the over wobbling or
crush which may cause damage to machine or bring harm to personnel and
construction.
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Picture 3-5：The Overhead Hoisting of the Unit

3.6 Power Connection
Check the specification of the electricity supply to see if it matches with that of
the demand. For SICC-W series, the specification of power is AC 3Φ 400V type.
We can also manufacture according to client′s special demand. The ground wire
must be connected to when connect to the power.

Ensure the power switch's shut-off condition befor being connected to
power wire.
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4. Operation Guide
Before operation, please connect cooling water blower / freezing water
pump / cooling water pump to the main board, refering chapter 10.
Before operation, please open valves on the system circuit to avoid low/
high pressure alarm.

4.1 The General Introduction of Operational Interface
SICC-W series controller is an programmable controller which adopts double
micro-processor technology applicable to air conditioned refrigeration area. It
can edit programme according to client's demand, and makes the
air-conditioner system run in its best status.

Picture 4-1：The General Introduction of Operational

4.1.1 Features Demonstration
1) Adopts advanced high-speed insertive micro-processor, the performance is
better than single chip processor that used in the same industrial.
2) The main board adopts surface mount technology with compact design low,
heat radiate and great anti-interfering ability.
3) There are one reserved serial on the main board which can quick download
programme from PC to facilitate programme upgrading and hardware
extension.
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4) Adopts 485 communication and transmission technology by which the data
transmission distance can reach 1200 meters without any signal decrease.
The communication distance can reach above 3000 meters after adding one
repeater.
5) Install 16 modules at most on Rs485 communication BUS.
6) Convenient communication connection way which easily realize the data
communication between main and auxiliary board by a single phone line. In
this way helps the controller installation and separation.
7) The hardware has self-diagnose ability which can do self trouble shooting;
the software adopts redundant and trap technology which combine with
WATCHDOG to improve the anti-interfering ability of the whole.
8) Large storage memory: 512K programme storage memory, 128K COM
memory, the storage chip which used in storaging parameters has great
stability and reliable.
9) PC computer monitor is reserved in the system and has short message
control function.
10) Adopts large screen 320×240 high pixel liquid touch screen which be able to
display 16 line×40 array 640 chinese characters or 1280 characters.
11) Clear displaying, great 3D effect, not only displays character but also
displays photoes. It has great effect especially when displaying grey photoes.
It is easy in operation and has a good interface.
12) Operate via touch screen. The advanced touch screen technology offers
softly press and one million times touch rate for each touch point so to ensure
the lifespan of the whole unit.
13) The unique screen protective system expands the lifespan of the touch
screen to more than 10 years. This soloves the lifespan problem of the LCD
thoroughly.
14) Supports coordinated control within multiple controllers.
15) Built in many parameters which are available for manufacturer to setup
before machine releasing and also offers password protective function.
16) Has easy operational instruction book inside which can be referred to.
17) Can check real time temperature for each point and inquire about on-off
input and relay output. Modify setup temperature whenever it is necessary.
Beside that, it can also display one hour or one day temperature fluctuation
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curve.
18) Can inquire present fault and history fault record and has fault statistic
function which can be used to analyse the unstable parts of the machine so
to ameliorate it. It can inquire the history fault record according to fault
number, fault times or fault ocurring time.
19) Has remote start / stop control function to realize the one time set start/stop
or weekly time set start / stop. The max. time set can be 3 times for a day.
20) Has many kinds of interface display types to choose on your like.
21) Support multi language online shifting.
4.1.2 Safety Requirement
1) Please read through the "safety requirement"carefully and strictly follow all
the requirements.
2) Take good care of the manual book and let it be available at anytime to
relevant personnel.
3) Specify the Power supply for the controller, do not share a power supply with
other electrical device, so to avoid the risk of overloading.
4) Make sure of reliable grounding for the controller and check regularly to see if
it has been fixed fully. Wrongly grounding can lead to electric shock accident.
5) Abide the principle of separate strong and weak electricity when installing.
6) Wiring according to "installation dimension chart", "power, communication
wiring chart", "wiring chart" etc.
7) Do not install the controller at where there is rainfall and snowfall,
congregation of rejected goods, or exposure to sunshine.
8) Install the controller stably to avoid falling to hurt people or damage it self.
9) Transformer input AC220V±10%, 50Hz; make sure the right input voltage.
10) Output relay AC250V/10A.
11) Do not use sharp object to touch the touch screen or enforce more pressure
on the screen so to avoid the damage of touch screen.
12) Do not pull or twist the power cable and communication line so to avoid
serious faults.
13) Clean the dirty by a wet cloth, wring it then use it to wipe the surface of the
controller. Never use acid or alkalescence material to clean dirty.
14) Contact manufacturer for repairing, never do it by you rself.
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4.2 Unit Running
4.2.1 Start Interface

Picture 4-2：Start Interface

The microcomputer will display start interface in 10 seconds after connected to
power.
1) The manufacturer can enter into the manufacturer setup interface by inputing
the right password; method: touch the upper central position of the
manufacturer logo to get a pop up for password entering, then input the right
password to get into.
2) Shows upper machine version (for example: DM23A-TY-F12M V1.12), lower
machine version ( for example: LY506A-V1.01), and unit type (for example:
water-cooled screw chiller unit, if the unit has no settings it will display: has
not setup) etc.
3) Press the central of the screen for 3 seconds, enter into calibration process,
complete the calibration process by following the indicated steps.
4) Softly touch the right below of the touch screen to skip the10 seconds delay
and directly enter into the main running interface.
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4.2.2 Main Running Interface

Picture 4-3：Main running interface

Press "start" or "stop" key to start or stop the unit. The water chiller unit displays:
"the outlet water temp. "and "the inlet water temp." (Note: if it is multi-modules
running, the outlet water and inlet water temperatures are for that of the
system's) the five lines from the left side display; "running mode; "display
as"refrigeration" or "heat"; "way of control; "display as "manual" or "timing";
"weekly timing: "display as "ineffective" or "effective"; "control back water; "the
displayed temp. Is for control temp. When the controller set to be for "control out
water"; display "anti-freeze protection", when is refrigerating and display
"overheat protection"when heating.
4.2.3 Setup interface
Press upper left side of the main running interface for three seconds; enter the
right password to get into the setup interface, as the following photo shows:
press "page up" or "page down" keys to shift the setup items, press "enter" key
to get into the selected setup items. Refer to "parameter settings" for details.
Only air-conditioner manufacturer and test pesonnel have the authorization to
setup all the parameters.
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Picture 4-4：Setup Interface

Notice!
When【pressure sensor】is not set to be "not in use", it will display
"pressure sensor parameter settings".
4.2.4 User Setup Interface
Press "user setup" key in the main running interface, input the right password to
get into user setup interface, like the following figure shows: press "page up" or
"page down" key to shift setup items, press "enter" key to get into selected items.
Refer to parameter setup for details.

Picture 4-5：User Setup Interface
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Notice!
Only when use air-cooled heat pump or out circulating pump that set
manual mode to heat, it will display "item 8: forced action"; or it will not
display anything and can not do any manual operation.
4.2.5 Status Inquiry Interface
Press "status inquiry" key to enter into the status inquiry interface, like the
following figure shows: press "hour curve" key to check out the temp. fiuctuation
curve of water out and water back in 1 hour. Press "day curve" key to check out
for that change in a day. Press "unit" key to check out all the compressor’status
and the temp. Values. Press"input"key to enter into switch amount input inquiry
interface and it displays input name and status of every rear plate's 24 route,
press"output" key to enter into the relay's output inquiry interface and it displays
input name and status of every rear plate's 16 route. Press "principle chart" key
to check out the unit's working principle (notice ："hour curve" and "day curve"
share a same key; "unit" and "principle chart" share a same key as well). When
use pressure sensor to measure pressure, it will display the measured values
from high and low pressure sensors.

Picture 4-6：Status Inquiry Interface
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Notice!
Status may vary according to different model and it is related to the using
setup of temperature probe.

Picture 4-7：Hourly Curve Window

Picture 4-8：History Window

4.2.6 History Record Interface
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Press "history record" key at the main running interface to enter into history
record inquiry interface, including fault inquiry and accumulated running hours
for the compressor, as the following figure shows: press "page up" or "page
down" to shift the inquiry item, press "enter" key to get into the selected inquiry
item.

Picture 4-9：History Record Interface

4.2.7 Operation Instruction Interface
Press "operation instruction" key to get into operation instruction interface
including general introduction for DM23A computer controller, as the following
figure shows:

Picture 4-10：Operation Instruction Interface
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4.2.8 Fault Inquiry Interface
The "fault inquiry" key is hiden, when new fault occurs, the "fault inquiry" key at
the main running interface is twinkling and alarming, press "fault inquiry" key to
enter into fault inquiry interface, as the following figure shows: press"silencer"
key to stop alarming sound, press "reset" key to resume the unit.

Picture 4-11：Fault Inquiry Interface

Notice!
1) The figure behind the "PCB-" means rear plate number.
2) If there is breakdown fault, as "the circuit of the system back water
temperature probe breaks", the unit will stop and auto shift into main
running interface.

4.3 User Setup
Press "user setup" key at the main running interface, input the right password to
get into user setup interface. The air-conditioner, debugging personnel and user
all have the authorization to setup all the parameters. General user can use the
default parameter values, which are provided by air-conditioner manufacturer,
and there is no need of setup.
4.3.1 User's parameter setup
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Items

Setup contents

Instruction

Running mode:

Cooling/heating

Refer to control logic for detail and can not be set when
the unit is running.

Control temp.:

12℃

Only Visible when cooling.

Control temp.:

25℃

Only visible when heating.

Weekly timing:

Invalid

Only effective when set into valid weekly timing.

Timing setup:

Not setup

Only effective when set into valid weekly timing.

Note: Timing setup，wait for you to set a valid start or stop time, if it is running, then that time is the timely
stop time, if it stops, then that time is for timely start time.

4.3.2 Weekly Timing Setup
Refer to 4.3.8 timing logic chapter.
4.3.3 The Operation Setup of the Compressor
Items

Setup contents

Instruction

#1 compressor

Start

Omit

#2 compressor

Start

Omit

#1 heater

Start

Omit

#2 heater

Start

Omit

Note: 1) When one compressor is set to be "forbidden", it is forbidden to start this compressor, if this
compressor is working, it will be stopped emergently. When the cooling requirement can be met
by partial compressors in their full load, other compressor can be set "forbidden". The default
value is "start".
2) When one heater is set to be "forbidden", it is forbidden to start this heater, if this heater is working,
it will be stopped. The de fault value is "start".

4.3.4 Time Setup

Picture 4-12：Time Setup
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Set user time, that is to say interface displaying time and this setup will not
affect the system time (refer to expire date setup). Set two numbers at one time，
continuously press two number key to complete the setup and press "enter' key
to setup the next item while press "return" key to save the setting and back.
4.3.5 Contrast Setup

Picture 4-13：Contrast Setup

Contrast setup interface: User can adjust the contrast whenever he has the
need; press "add", "decrease" keys to adjust; press "return" key to confir mand
exit.
4.3.6 Picture Setup
Many kinds of available foreground and background combination, user can
select the picture setup item at user's setup interface and press "enter" key to
shift.
4.3.7 Modify the User Setup Password
Refer to 4.3.10 password manage chapter.
4.3.8 Timing Logic
The system has two timing ways：
1. Weekly timing
Setup the timing start/stop 7 days in a week, 3 times in a day, when both the
set start time and stop time are not zero while weekly timing is set to be "valid",
the unit will be started in weekly timing setting.
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2. Timing start/stop
Setup the timing set parameter in the user's parameter setup item list, time
set one time start/stop time; if it is working, then the unit will stop at that time;
if it is being stopped, then the unit will start at that time.
4.3.9 Maintenance
1. Compressor protection
1) 4 mins delay when the compressor is restarted (settable).
2) Stop related compressor when there is a compressor fault happens and
there also has a fault checking delay.
2. Ffault or default phase protection
1) If it is for module unit, stop the system when main module (first rear plate)
has fault or default phase protection; Stop related module when lower
module (from the second rear plate) has that protection.
2) If it is for non-module unit, stop the system when first rear plate has fault or
default phase protection; Stop related compressor when it is for the second
rear plate and its after plates to have that protection.
3. Other protection
1) Only can start the unit by pressing reset key when it has been stopped
emergently due to water flow and temperature probe faults.
2) Press "reset" key to reset when one compressor has fault, the compressor
will return to work after the fault has been fixed.
3) It is not allowed to change running mode (cooling or heating) when it is
working and also not allowed to initialize some parameters.
4.3.10 Password Manage
At least adopt 3-aspect management for system's password, as manufacturer
set password, machine set password、user set password, detailed privileges are
allocated as following：
a) The manufacturer set password is usually possessed by air-conditioner
manufacturer which is the most high privilege code and can be used to enter
into any item of manufacturer settings, machine settings, user settings to
modify the setups.
b) The machine set password is usually possessed by debugging personnel and
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its privilege is only inferior to manufacturer code, which can be used to enter
into machine and user settings to modify the relevant setups.
c) User set password is usually possessed by final user and can be only used to
modify user parameter settings.
Note: All the initialized passwords are "10618609", change into other codes
before use.
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5. Trouble-shooting
Solution

Remark

Deficient in cooling
waterflow
Deficient in cooling
waterflow
Fan in cooling tower is
overloading
Cooling water pump is
overloading
Cooling water pump is
overloading

Stop compressor, cooling
and freezing pump
Stop compressor, cooling
pump

If it is first plate, stop system if it
is other plate, stop module

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Overhigh high pressure

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Overlow low pressure

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Machine protection

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Compressor
isoverloading

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Oil level protection

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

PCB-？

Oil pressure protection

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Refer to protection instruction
part

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Stop compressor

Remark instruction

Faults
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？

PCB-？
PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

Name of faults

Fault or default phase
protection
The circuit for temp.
probe of freezing out
water breaks
The circuit for temp.
probe of freezing out
water shorts
The circuit for temp.
Probe of freezing back
water breaks
The circuit for temp.
probe of freezing back
water shorts
The circuit for temp.
probe of cooling out water
breaks
The circuit for temp.
Probe of cooling out
water shorts
The circuit for temp.
probe of cooling back
water breaks
The circuit for temp.
probe of cooling back
water shorts

Stop compressor, cooling
and freezing pump
Stop compressor, cooling
pump
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Remark instruction

If it is first plate, stop the system
Remark instruction

Faults
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？

PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？
PCB-？

PCB-？

PCB-？

Name of faults
The circuit for temp.
probe of air vent breaks
The circuit for temp.
probe of air vent shorts
Overlow temp. for the out
water
Overhigh temp. for air
vent
Communication failure
The temp. of cooling out
water is overhigh
The compressor is
overheat
Out circulating pump is
overloading
The circuit for temp.
probe of out circulating
pump breaks
The circuit for temp.probe
of out circulating pump
shorts
The temp. for system out
water is overlow
The circuit for system out
water temp. probe breaks
The circuit for system out
water temp. probe shorts
The circuit for system
back water temp. probe
breaks
The circuit for system
back water temp. probe
shorts
The pressure difference
between high and low
pressure is too small

Solution

Remark

Stop compressor
Stop compressor
Stop compressor
Stop compressor
Stop compressor
Stop system
Stop compressor
Stop out circulating pump
Stop out circulating pump

Stop out circulating pump
Stop all compressors
Stop system
Stop system
Stop system

Stop system

Stop compressor
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If it is first plate, stop the
system

6. Maintenance and Repair
Because impurities in the water inevitably deposited on the condenser wall, the
condenser water flow will become smaller and smaller with the increase of
deposition of impurities. And the efficiency of heat transfer will be getting lower
and lower. In order to maintain the efficiency of the condenser heat transfer, the
condenser inside must be kept clean and smooth. So it requires to be cleaned
by mechanical or chemical methods.
1. Mechanical cleaning methods
The mechanical method of cleaning condenser is to remove silt and dirt, the
specific methods and steps are as follows:
1) Close the water supply valve of condenser，and unscrew the bolt on the
condenser cover and remove the cover，the copper pipe exposed. Putting a
round brush into the copper pipe and rotate it to wash off the sediment on the
wall. Then pass into clean water to flush pipe. Finally re-fit end caps and bolt.
2) Use special piping gun for pipe cleaning.
2. Chemical cleaning methods
First, drain out the water inside the cooling system, wash away the sewage with
clean water, then have it filled water again. Second, fill cleaner into cooling
tower or water tank. put it aside for immersion or make it forced circulation. After
washing the system, remove the liquid waste. Third, rinse with water 3~4 times
to clean residue within the system, then you can put it into operation. Suppliers
are responsible for selecting the type and quantity of the chemical cleaner (such
as Dirt-restraint), cleaning time and safety measures.

Note!
All repairing work must be conducted by professional person to avoid
personal injury and damage of machine.
Inorder to use the machine correctly and safely, pay attention to the following
items when do repairing or maitenance work:
1) Do not stop the machine by switching off the power unless in emergency.
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2) When the machine stops due to faults, press down the main power switch first
(the alarming light goes out), then check the cause of the faults, the machine
should not be started forcibly before troubleshooting.
3) Do regular inspection inorder to prolong the lifespan of the system and avoid
the happening of accidents.
4) Because the high alkalescence will accelerate the rusting of copper pipe and
decrease the lifespan of the heat exchanger so it needs to do water quality
dispose for the system used water, the water PH value should be within the
range from 7.0 to 8.5.
5) Keep the machine room dry, clean and have good ventilation.
6) The daily operation, management and maintenance work should be carried
out by professionals. (Please notice that any disassembly or check during the
operation will be dangerous!)
7) In order to make sure the chiller is under good working performance, the user
should clean the condenser and evaporator timely to avoid furring
accumulation, and affect its heat exchange.

6.1 Maintenance Ltems
Maintenance item

Qualification
standard(treatment)

Times

Noise

Any time

Judge by listening

Vibration

Any time

Observe the tubing of the unit body
and parts to see if there is over
vibrating phenomenon

Power voltage

Any time

Voltage when stops should be±10%
within rated voltage
Voltage when running should be
more than ±10% of rated voltage
Voltage when starts should be more
than 85% of rated voltage

Clean

Any time

Keep clean at any time

Rust-cleaning

Any time

Clean the rust with iron brush，then
paint it with anti-rust paint

Balance

Any time

Lock up screws of every parts

Heat resistance
material scale off

Any time

Glue it with new adhesive

Water leakage

1 time/month

Clean dew dish, do not let drainage
pipe be clogged

General

Out
appearance
of machine
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Remark
Stand 1
m ahead
of central
unit to
observe

Maintenance item

Compressor

Condensor

Noise

Any time

Insulative
resistance

1time/year

Anti-vibration
rubber is aging
Medium term
check
Medium term
check

1time/3000hr
1time/6000hr
1time/30000hr

Flow rate, temp.,
quality of cooling
water

Any time or at
least 1
time/month

Adjust the water flow rate to let
pressure within standard

Wash clean

Any time

High pressure within standard

Water drainage

Any time

Drainage the water in the chiller
when it is not in use for a long time

Any time

Within standard

Water quality

Expansion
valve

1time/year

Thickness of
antifreeze

At least1
time/month
At least1
time/month
At least1
time/month

Remark

Start moment, when running or
stop, there is no abnormal sound
Measure it with DV500V high
resistance meter and should reach
10MΩ
Touch with finger and the one with
elasticity is qualified
Pay special attention to noise
vibration and oil leakage etc.
Safety device, confirm action from
protective device
Disassembly and measured by
professionals to decide if it needs
to replace

Disassembly
check

Flow rate and
temp. Of chilling
water or
antifreeze
Thickness of
antifreeze

Water Chiller

Qualification
standard(treatment)

Times

Keep within standard
Within standard
Keep within standard

Water drainage

Any time

Drainage the water in the chiller
when it is not in use for a long time

Action

1time/month

Adjust the adjusting screw of
expansion valve to make the temp.
Of backflow connection be at5~8℃

High and
low pressure
switch

Action

1time/month

According to "various protective
device" to do action check

Safety
valve

Action

1time/year

According to "various protective
device" to do action check
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The water
in the
tubes of
chiller
should be
drained
out

Notice if
the
connectin
g point
has poor
contact.

Maintenance item
Pressure
gauge
Every
operating
valve

Qualification
standard(treatment)

Times

Action

1time/half year

To make comparison with right
pressure gauge

Action

1time/month

The fluent close action

Refrigerant
leakage

1time/month

Refrigerant
circulating
system
Blend with Foul
gas

1time/month

Resistance

1time/month

Cable's contact

1time/month

Use leak detector to detect the unit
itself and its tube connection part to
see if there has any refrigerant
leakage

1time/month

Continuouly press ON-OFF for
several time but without any spark
or buzz noise no abnormity with the
out appearance

Rotary switch

1time/month

Fluent action

Auxiliary relay

1time/month

No abnormity with the action

Time relay

1time/month

Act according to set time

Temp. Controller

1time/month1

The action temp. In temp. Adjusting
period should comply with scale
indicated temp.
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Use
electrical
leak
detector
or blast
burner
style leak
detector
or
soapsuds

Recycle the refrigerant into
condenser, keep filling water till the
out and back water are in the same
temp. If it has foul gas, the surface
pressure >refrigerant (water temp.)
saturated pressure
Measure it with DV500V high
resistance meter and should be
more than10MΩ
The insulative layer of the cable
should not be broken and sealed
firmly with lockup screw

Electromagnetic
contactor
Electrical
control

Remark

Keep 3
times
interval
when
pressing
ON-OFF
back and
forth for
trial so to
avoid any
damage
of the
connectio
n point

6.2 Maintenance Schedule
6.2.1 About the Machine
Model
Voltage

SN
Ф

V

Manufacture date
Frequency

Hz

Power

kW

6.2.2 Installation & Inspection
Check if the pipe are connected correctly
Check if the pipe has any leakage
Check if the sealed joint has any crack

Electrical component installation
Voltage:

V

Fuse melting current: 1 Phase

Hz
A

3 Phase

Power phase sequence check

6.2.3 Daily Checking
Check the function of switches.
Check all wires of the machine.
Check whether pressure gauges are accurate.
Check whether compressor temperature is normal.
Check whether cooling water circulation is normal.

6.2.4 Weekly Check
Check if the joint point is loose.
Check chiller's protective alarming function.
Check whether set point of hi-low pressure switch is normal.

6.2.5 Monthly Check
Check the circulated pipe to seeif there is any leakage.
Check whether there are bubbles in liquid indicator.
Check whether there is abnormal sound in pump.
Check whether there is scale formation in tank.

6.2.6 Trimonthly Checking
Check whether condenser is under blockage.
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A

6.2.7 Check Half-yearly
Check and clean filter and expansion valve.
Check the whole machine condition.
Clean condenser.

6.2.8 Yearly Checking
Check whether the contactor is normal.

6.2.9 3 year Checking
PC board renewal.
No fuse breaker renewal.
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